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ABSTRACT 

This exploration examines in detail the Indian Constitutional and legislative safeguards to secure the rights of 

crime victims. The researcher attempts to break down these provisions in detail and interpreted these provisions to know      

the appropriateness of such provisions to ensure the enthusiasm of victims of crime, their rights and human rights under 

the Indian Criminal Justice System. The Constitution of India takes most extreme care and alert to secure and help victims 

of infringement of human rights. The Code of Criminal Procedure is the principle procedural law to ensure the rights of 

victims of crime. The Code has different provisions to manage victims of crime, the researcher examinations these 

provisions with an aim to discover the particular provisions identified with victims of crime. Alongside this Code, the 

researcher likewise proceeded with Indian Penal Code and Indian Evidence Act to know the different provisions which 

have worried to victims of crime. To contemplate the procedural laws and substantive law is fundamental to have an entire 

look to know the different provisions identified with victims of crime. Hence, in this paper, the researcher proposed to 

discover different provisos in the current criminal justice framework and to give fitting proposals to elevate the status and 

position of victims of crime. To follow out the obstacles in the way to offer justice to victims, it is basically one to know the 

idea of Indian criminal justice system. We realize that there are predominantly two kinds of criminal justice frameworks on 

the planet i.e. ill-disposed criminal justice framework and inquisitorial criminal justice framework. To know the position 

and status of casualty, it is a fundamental one to consider the highlights of these two criminal justice frameworks. Both 

justice frameworks demand right arbitration of the blamed and insurance for the honest. However, there are essential 

contrasts as to principles of techniques in every one of these frameworks. Every framework has its own merits and demerits 

while offering justice to crime victims. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Adversarial Criminal Justice System 

The framework followed in India for regulation of criminal justice is the adversarial arrangement of                   

precedent-based law inherited from the British Colonial Rulers. The accused is presumed to be pure and the weight is on 

the indictment to demonstrate past all sensible uncertainty that he/she is blameworthy. The accused additionally 

appreciates the right to quiet and can't be constrained to answer.  

This right is ensured by the Constitution of India as the fundamental right1 and furthermore an all around 

perceived right of the accused under Art. 14 of the International Convention on Civil and Political rights.2 

In the adversarial framework, truth should rise up out of the individual forms of certainties exhibited by the 

arraignment and the safeguard under the steady gaze of an impartial judge. The judge demonstrations like an umpire to see 

whether the arraignment has possessed the capacity to demonstrate the case past sensible uncertainty. The preliminary is 

oral, constant and fierce. At the core of the preliminary lies the guideline of ethical quality, which gives that evidence 

ought to, for the most part, be gotten through the live, oral declaration of observers in court.3 

In the adversarial framework, the gatherings utilize round of questioning of observers to undermine the restricting 

case and to find data and the opposite side has not brought out. Subsequently, we can state that parties in the adversarial 

framework appreciate a high level of flexibility of confirmation, which to a great extent reaches out to the way in which 

witnesses are interrogated. As the adversarial framework does not force a positive obligation on the judge to find the truth 

he assumes a detached part. The judge neither participates in examination nor gives any guidelines to arraignment.  

As the researcher as of now examined every framework has its own particular merits and demerits, the adversarial 

framework demands strict adherence of procedural law which comes about into less space for the state to be one-sided 

against the accused. It gives adequate chance to reveal reality in a research facility of court. This model enables the two 

gatherings to completely air their grievances and achieve  the last arrangement by an unbiased and fair judge.                             

The fundamental preferred standpoint of this framework is that there is certainly not an immediate association of the judge 

in the examination else it will prompt his inclined to a definition of the basic suggestions. As the adversarial framework 

does not force a positive obligation on the judge to find the truth he/she assumes an aloof part. Alongside this, the person's 

right to security is best safeguarded under it.  

The fundamental bad mark of this framework is that the framework is vigorously stacked for the accused and is 

heartless to the victims' predicament and human rights. Something else is that in a large portion of legitimate cases in this 

framework don't go to preliminary; this can prompt extraordinary injustice when accused has an untalented or exhausted 

lawyer. It neglects to precisely resolve the complex specialized issue, for example, science, innovation or expense or 

bookkeeping directions. An excessive amount of emphasis on method may prompt pointless deferral and that is the reason 

justice postponed comes about into justice denied. At the point when researcher examines about the part of casualty then 

the researcher found that casualty goes about as an insignificant observer as he/she doesn't have wherever under the whole 

methodology of criminal justice framework.  

                                                           
1
 The Constitution of India,1873. 

2 ICCPR, Article 14, 1966 
3Jonathan. D,  (2008). Victims Rights, Human Rights and Criminal Justice, Hart Publishing, p.34. 
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In the adversarial criminal justice framework attributable to the conceptualization of crime as an offense against 

the State, the criminal justice framework is customarily seen as a framework to encourage a contention between the State 

and the accused.4 The casualty is in this way intrinsically barred. 

Inquisitorial Criminal Justice System 

The inquisitorial model essentially identifies with Romano-Germanic System of Law, which is otherwise called 

the common law framework or mainland law framework. It means to achieve justice with the composite exertion of the 

prosecutor, the police, the resistance legal counselor and the court. The court can assume a dynamic part in obtaining 

evidence, in the examination of the case and the examination of the witness.5In this framework capacity to research rests 

principally with the legal cops (Police/Judiciary). They examine and draw the archives based on their examination.            

The legal cop needs to inform in composing of each offense which he has paid heed to and present the dossier arranged 

after examination to the concerned prosecutor. On the off chance that the prosecutor finds that no case is made out he can 

close the case. In the event that anyway he feels that further examination is called for, he can teach the legal police to 

embrace encourage examination.  

The legal police are required to accumulate evidence for and against the accused in an impartial and target way as 

it is their obligation to help the examination and indictment in finding the truth. The fundamental component of this 

framework is that the exclusionary principles of evidence scarcely exist and in the meantime prattle evidence (rules) is 

obscure.  

The fundamental element of this framework is that the accused is presumed to be pure and it is the obligation of 

the judge to find reality. The announcements of witnesses recorded amid examination are permissible and frame the reason 

for the arraignment case amid definite preliminary. The essential thing is that under the watchful eye of the preliminary, the 

judge, the accused and the casualty are qualified to  take an interest in the hearing. Anyway, the part of the gatherings is 

limited to recommending the inquiries that might be put to the witnesses. The judge puts the inquiries to the witnesses and 

there is no round of questioning accordingly.  

The evidence with respect to character and precursors of the accused, for example, past feelings or direct are 

applicable for demonstrating the blame or blamelessness of accused. When we examine about the principle preferred 

standpoint of this framework then we cannot disregard one thing that to demonstrate the case, the Standard of verification 

required is the internal fulfillment or conviction of the judge and not evidence past sensible uncertainty as in the adversarial 

framework. Casualty assumes an imperative part at each phase of the case.  

The negative mark of an inquisitorial framework is that there is the absence of odds of reasonable preliminary and 

something else is that support of the court in the examination of the case may prompt one-sided state of mind while 

choosing the case. Right to security of the accused is denied and the accused is presented to express everything which he 

requires not express keeping in perspective of the value of a case.  

The inquisitorial framework took after uncommonly in common law nations like France, Germany, Newzealand, 

Italy and Austria and the nations like the United Kingdom, United State of America, India and other precedent-based law 

                                                           
4Ibid.p.35. 
5Madha v Prasad Acharya, (2014), The Adversarial v. Inquisitorial Models of Justice, Kathmandu School of Law Journal, 
(vol.1),p.44 
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nations took after the adversarial criminal justice framework. In India, there is opposite perspectives about the model, the 

different High Courts of India communicated their perspectives on  the present criminal justice framework.                           

The High Courts of Allahabad, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, and Punjab and Haryana have said that the present framework is 

tasteful. The High Courts of Jharkhand and Uttaranchal have opined that the Adversarial System has fizzled.                               

The High Courts of Bombay, Chattisgarh, Delhi, Himachal Pradesh, Kolkata, Madras, Madhya Pradesh, and Orissa have 

communicated that the present framework isn't attractive. Some of them say that there is an extension for enhancing the 

Adversarial System by receiving a portion of the helpful highlights of the Inquisitorial System.6 

The lion's share of High Courts gives weight on to roll out a few improvements in the current criminal justice framework. 

The previous President of India, Dr. R. Venkataraman additionally mentioned the objective fact about present framework:  

"The Adversarial System is the inverse of our old ethos. In the panchayat justice, they were looking for reality, 

while in adversarial technique, the Judge does not look for reality, but rather just chooses whether the charge has been 

demonstrated by the arraignment. The Judge isn't worried about reality; he is just worried about the evidence.                          

The individuals, who realize that the vindicated accused was in actuality the guilty party, lose confidence in the 

framework." 

The judge should assume dynamic part to discover reality, the concerns just about the confirmation as                         

the evidence which lead before him on that premise he chooses the case. The judge doesn't have any part in the matter of 

examination however he acted impartially to choose the case. The Supreme Court has scrutinized the inactive pretended by 

the judges and underscored the significance of discovering the truth in a few cases. It is the obligation of a court to do 

justice as well as to guarantee that justice is being finished.  

The researcher in a nutshell endeavors to examine the highlights of adversarial and inquisitorial criminal justice 

framework. In India, there is a voice with respect to law specialist, law Commission and even a portion of the High Courts 

to incorporate a portion of the standards of an inquisitorial model. To consider these highlights are the basic one as the 

researcher plans to investigate and break down the part of the casualty amid criminal procedures by a method for looking at 

these two frameworks. To think about the status and position of casualty under criminal continuing it is basic to examine 

the connection of the victims with the constituent components of the criminal justice framework i.e. the police,               

legal counselors and courts and the pretended by him at each phase of the criminal procedure. At last the researcher means 

to recommend therapeutic measures to upgrade the part of victims amid criminal procedures and sharpen the criminal 

justice framework to the requirements and desires for the victims.  

Crime victims are imperative players in criminal justice organization both as complainant/source and an  observer 

for the police/arraignment. In spite of the framework being vigorously reliant on the casualty, criminal justice has been 

worried about the guilty party and his interests relatively subordinating or dismissing the interests of casualty.                                

In the common law frameworks, for the most part, the victims appreciated a superior status in the organization of criminal 

justice. Towards the last quarter of the twentieth century, the custom-based law world understood the antagonistic results 

emerging from this biased circumstance and instituted laws giving rights of investment and pay to the victims.  

 

                                                           
6Justice Mallimath Committee Report on Reforms of Criminal Justice System, vol.1 (2003), p.27. 
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The criminal justice framework in India is too much stacked for the accused. The fundamental standard on which 

the arrangement of the lawful statute is based is to give ninety-nine people a chance to escape free than to have even one 

honest man rebuffed. This fundamental, while anticipating injustice to one blameless, denies justice to ninety-nine crime 

victims.  

The victim’s encounters with the experts working the framework, police, indictment and court are bad that 

outcomes into the arrangement of distinct states of mind with respect to the casualty towards every one of them. On the off 

chance that victims come to see their treatment as excessively distressing, belittling, uncalled for, twisting of the real 

world, excessively remote or too minimal worried about their own rights, emotions and interests or if choices are made 

which are felt to be inadmissible, it is conceivable that their confidence ought to be lessened and eventually prompt 

disappointment, lack of engagement and future non-participation by the casualty.  

The researcher attempts to talk about the part of casualty and his/her cooperation with the diverse expert amid            

the procedure uniquely with police, indictment, and the court. In the last section, the researcher talks about in detail the 

different provisions to offer justice to crime victims. In this section, the researcher plans to feature the real issues which the 

casualty confront when he associates with various organizations engaged with the criminal continuing and at last which 

comes about into the infringement of human rights of victims. 

This exploration paper is guided by three targets  

• To look at the idea of the Indian criminal justice conveyance framework in India.  

• To discover different provisos in the current criminal justice framework.  

• To give proper proposals to inspire the status and position of victims of crime, their rights and human rights in 

India.  

Exacerbating of Offenses and withdrawal from the indictment  

The zone where the part of the casualty becomes a force to be reckoned with is in circumstances where                      

the Criminal Procedure Code allows an untimely end to the preliminary. Segment 320 of the CrPC manages exacerbating 

of offenses, wherein the casualty is permitted to pull back the case documented by him or her. This is enabled just as for 

specific offenses, counted in the said area. In specific situations, it might be prudent to permit the exacerbating of offenses 

and to drop the criminal procedures if there is a settlement between the accused individual and the casualty of the crime.  

Now and again, the Public Prosecutor or the complainant may think of it as practical to pull back from the 

arraignment; and the court may permit such withdrawal and put a conclusion to criminal procedures. In specific situations, 

the Magistrate himself/herself may think of it as alluring to stop the procedures, and the Code, subject to specific 

safeguards, enable it to be finished. A crime is basically  wrong against the general public and the State.  

In this way, any trade-off between the accused individual and the individual casualty of the crime ought not to 

exculpate the accused from criminal duty. Be that as it may, where the offenses are basically of a private sort and generally 

not exactly genuine, the Code thinks of it as convenient to perceive some of them as compoundable offenses and some 

others as compoundable just with the consent of the court. The compoundable offenses are generally non-cognizable 

offenses are not compoundable. On the other hand, the offenses which are compoundable just with the consent of the court 

are for the most part cognizable offenses, however all cognizable offenses are not all that compoundable.  
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Then again, manages the circumstances where the State can pull back from indicting the guilty party.7                      

The segment verifiably prepares for such contemplations by empowering the Public Prosecutor to pull back from the 

arraignment of any individual with the assent of the court. The withdrawal from arraignment under the area might be 

supported on more extensive contemplations of open peace, bigger contemplations of open justice and much more 

profound contemplations of advancement of enduring security in a territory, of the request in a scattered circumstance or 

concordance in a group milieu, or for stopping a false and vexatious indictment.8 

The segment accommodates "the withdrawal from the indictment" and not "the withdrawal of the arraignment". 

Withdrawal from an indictment implies resigning or venturing back or withdrawing from the arraignment, as such, 

withdrawal of appearance from the indictment or forgoing leading or continuing with the indictment. In any case, when the 

court agrees to such withdrawal from the arraignment, the accused individual will be released or absolved as per the 

provisions of conditions (an) and (b) of Section 321.9 

The use of this arrangement has been very disputable as Section 321 does not say whether a complainant or some 

other individual can restrict the utilization of the Public Prosecutor looking for consent to pull back from the arraignment. 

The Supreme Court has set out the rules that the State needs to take after while pulling back from the indictment.                   

The issue that emerges is whether the casualty has a right to contradict such withdrawal by the State. The Supreme Court 

offers a reply to this issue was on account of Abdul Karim v. State of Karnataka.10 

For this situation, the State tried to pull back genuine allegations under the Terrorist and Disruptive Activities 

(Prevention) Act, surrendering to the requests of a rascal who had hijacked a prominent film star. The dad of one of the 

policemen executed by the scoundrel moved toward the Supreme Court, looking for its intercession for this situation.                  

The State did not challenge the locus stand of the applicant and subsequently, the court administered on the merits of the 

case and set down direction in such manner.  

The Andhra Pradesh High Court in M. Balakrishna Reddy v. Home Dept.,11 hosts held that a third gathering who 

has endured because of the offense will have the right to arraign if the State pulls back the indictment. Along these lines, 

the court verifiably perceived the right of the casualty to contradict applications documented by the State for withdrawal 

from arraignment.  

The researcher talks about how the casualty confronts different obstacles under criminal justice framework by 

expounding the diverse provisions of Code of Criminal Procedure as the Code gives different rights to crime victims 

however these provisions are insufficient to meet the closures of justice. The researcher talks about the particular or 

specialized issues, the casualty may look over the span of continuing. Aside from this all in all sense additionally,              

the casualty may confront different issues.  

The time allotment that requirements to finish the preliminary changes from case to case. In the event that a case 

in which the request isn't liable, the postponement is for quite a long time together. The procedure is protracted; it sets 

aside time for each movement as to record the evidence, to lead the witnesses, visit suspensions the casualty needs to sit 

                                                           
7See Section 321 of CrPC. 
8Subhash Chander v. State (Chandigarh Admn.), (1980) 2 SCC 155. 
9Public Prosecutor v. Mandangi Varjuno, 1976 Cr LJ 46 (AP). 
10AIR 2001 SC 116. 
111999 Cr LJ  3566 (AP) 
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tight for quite a while. The victims may feel embarrassed and they disillusioned with respect to the preliminary of a case. 

The victims for the most part, have little thought of the advance of the case through the different pre-preliminary 

appearances. Victims are generally totally ignorant about the advance of their case before the preliminary.                                

The main data they may get from official sources is a summons, however, the summons is itself observed to be 

uninformative as it doesn't contain any points of interest of case, it states just about the nearness of the casualty on a 

specific date. Aside from this, there is no any procedure to offer data to casualty about the advance of the case; this is not 

kidding lacuna in the framework that the casualty is totally obscure about the procedure. It isn't that victims are detached 

about the advance of their case; they are particularly intrigued to think about the case or phase of a case.  

Some of them endeavor to go to the court continuing to discover what is going on through official or informal 

sources. A large portion of them encountered that either the police or courts are too occupied to be in any way disturbed by 

them or that it isn't their place to discover, it is up to the framework to advise them. The victims don't know which 

indictment legal advisor will contend under the watchful eye of a court to offer justice to them. There is the absence of 

correspondence hole between the indictment legal advisor and the casualty or relatives of casualty.  

The victims who go to the court for different reasons as it isn't limited the part of casualty to noting the inquiries 

in the witness box or tuning in to what is being said. There are the agreements they may have with the police and the courts 

while being summoned to come to court. There are distinctive of encounters to hold up outside the court and the contact 

they may have there with cops, arraignment attorneys or instructor with the transgressor or wrongdoer. Indeed, even in the 

wake of giving evidence, there is the issue of acquiring witness costs and the fundamental inquiry is that whether these 

costs are adequate to meet the expenses of victims in going to court. It is the obligation of the State to care of these costs by 

setting aside a survey opportunity to time in order to satisfy the necessities of casualty.  

In court, the arraigning legal counselor contends under the steady gaze of the court and police help them in 

indicating the case. Victims who attended the court for to give witness or just to watch the procedure out of their own 

advantage find that prosecutor and cops did not act or support up to their desires. All in all the impression makes that, the 

casualty being confined and confounded at court, not comprehending what they might be required to do or what they are 

permitted to do. They don't understand what it occurring around them and it is uncommon for anybody to disclose it to 

them. Cops, when they were available seemed to try a few endeavors to take of victims and attempt to support their 

certainty. In a study performed by Kelly,12 discovered that assault victims felt they were denied interest in and data about 

what they saw as 'their' case. Some of them likewise felt that the prosecutor not dealing with to ensure their advantage. In 

such cases, the victims of sexual offenses require diverse sort of treatment as passionate and mental help. The Indian legal 

by the method for their choices offers bearings to ensure the enthusiasm of victims of sexual offenses.  

There is extensive burden required for victims who go to court which will negatively affect potential victims 

heading off to the court, notwithstanding when they endure because of crime. The most vital issues of casualty amid the 

preliminary are  that there is no any office in the premises of court to satisfy their fundamental needs. Indeed, even the 

essential conveniences like a safe house, seating, drinking water, toilets and so forth are not given. A casualty or a witness 

who has a solitary affair of going to court for giving evidence could never again in his lifetime to be placed in that 

                                                           
12Kelly,.D.P,(1982), “Victims reaction to criminal justice response”, paper delivered at 1982 Annual Meeting of the Law 
Society Association, Toronto, Dt. 06-06-1982. 
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circumstance. This may incorporate travel costs, loss of profit, and trouble in discovering substitution staff at work or 

discovering somebody to care for youngsters. The aggregate budgetary weight supported by casualty is significantly more 

in contrast with which they may get once more from Government. The sum which they may get from State is so small, not 

adequate to meet their costs.  

The Law Commissions in their reports recommended that these costs ought to be improved to support the casualty 

and observers to show up under the watchful eye of the court. There are additionally various different elements in charge of 

the unwillingness of the casualty to process the case through the criminal justice framework. The first is that the criminal 

justice methodology is tedious it requires inconclusive investment to choose the issue so eventually it brings about to 

'justice deferred is justice denied'.  

The police set aside much time for the examination of the case and this deferral might be useful to accused to 

temper the evidence. Another reason is that there are visit suspensions because of either reason. The most exceedingly bad 

treatment of victims emerges from the ineptitude of the organizations who associated with the procedures, for example, 

bending and influencing of evidence, covering material actualities, ignoring applicable contentions, documents vanishing, 

inability to answer letters, inability to fulfill Court dates, choices, and claims. These are a portion of the real issues that 

have added to the disappointment of the Criminal Justice System.  

The possibility of the case and the experience of the victims who report a crime is with the end goal that they may 

feel unmotivated to endeavor the endeavors required to have a case indicted. Exploitation investigations of different 

nations show that a greater part of the victims even of genuine crimes don't report their exploitation to police.13 

For the most part, it is encountered that victims who were filling in as the observer in criminal procedures found 

that the more experience a man had with the court, the more noteworthy hesitance communicated about getting included 

once more. The researcher talks about the part of the prosecutor as he takes up the instance of the casualty in the interest of 

the state. The accentuation of the indictment is never on the individual concerns and issues of the victims. The indictment 

is focused on accomplishing fruitful arraignment, bringing about the conviction of the wrongdoer.  

In opposition to the Indian conditions, the part of a prosecutor in some remote nations, similar to the USA, is all 

the more positively slanted towards crime victims. Responsibilities of prosecutors towards victims, according to the Report 

of President's Task constraint report of crime victims14 are, 

• To keep victims educated of the status of their cases, from the underlying charges stopped against respondents to 

the parole of convicts.  

• To convey to the consideration of fitting specialists the victims see on inquiries of safeguard, arranged 

supplications, expelled cases, and dropped charges, sentences, and compensation courses of action.  

• To shield victims from provocation, dangers, wounds and different types of terrorizing and striking back.  

• To determine cases as fast as conceivable without pointless deferrals.  
                                                           
13Ennis,P.H,(1967),  “Criminal Victimization in United States: A Report of National Survey, National Opinion Research 
Center, University Press, Chicago,., see also Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Criminal Victimization in 
United States (Vol.1), Washington D.C. Department of Justice, (1974) . 
 
14 Final Report, Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, (1982). 
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• To enable victims to evade unnecessary misuse of their opportunity and cash to telling them of court appearances 

and calendar changes.  

• To help victims in getting back stolen property recuperated by the police.  

Aside from this report, the US steps up with regards to secure the enthusiasm of crime victims. The US passed the 

Crime Victims Rights Act (CVRA) on Oct. 30, 2004. The CVRA sets up the rights of crime victims in government 

criminal procedures and gives systems to victims to authorize those rights. The CVRA gives victims a more prominent part 

in the criminal justice process and altogether influences the path Department of Justice Employees to cooperate with crime 

victims.  

Notwithstanding the rights allowed under the CVRA, crime victims get administrations to help them through the 

criminal justice process. In accordance with The Attorney General Guidelines for Victim and Witness Assistance, casualty 

benefit experts in the different investigative organizations and contesting parts in the Department of Justice give various 

administrations to victims of government crimes. These administrations start at the investigative stage and proceed through 

the indictment arrange, post-conviction procedures, and detainment. The administrations incorporate crisis help, guiding 

and social administration referrals, help with lenders, giving data about casualty affect explanations, help with anchoring 

casualty remuneration, and compensation data.  

In U.K. additionally steps up long back to ensure the rights of crime victims, as in 1964 itself they build up the 

pay court to offer remuneration to victims. In 2001 of every a give an account of "Criminal Justice: The Way Ahead', the 

strategies comprising complete rules for rights of casualty and their successful activity through the key segments of 

criminal justice framework incorporate a "superior arrangement for victims and witnesses." More as of late in 2013 the UK 

amended the Code of Practice for Crime victims which were propelled in April 2006. The Code sets out the 

administrations the casualty can hope to get from every one of the criminal justice organizations, similar to the police and 

the Crown Prosecution Service. The Code makes it mandatory with respect to organizations that include it the procedures 

to help the casualty at each phase of the preliminary.  

In France additionally, victims intrigue secured as a casualty is  an integral part of criminal continuing. The 

casualty appreciates a more formal status and part inside the examination and preliminary stages in French criminal justice 

framework. The introduction to Criminal Procedural Code contains a reference to the obligation of the legal to ensure the 

rights of the casualty all through the criminal procedure, together with particular prerequisites in the code to offer direction 

and help to victims.  

In France, every one of the individuals who endure harm by virtue of the commission of an offense is  qualified 

for moved toward becoming gatherings to the procedures from the examination arrange itself. He can help examination on 

legitimate lines and move the court for fitting headings when the examination gets postponed or mutilated for whatever 

reasons. His dynamic investment amid preliminary will be of awesome help in the look for truth without burdening                

the indictment. He may recommend inquiries to the court to be put to witnesses created in court. He may direct the 

procedures if general society prosecutor does not appear due constancy.  

He can supplement the evidence cited by the arraignment and set forth his own particular contentions.  
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He would be of assistance to the court in the matter of choosing the give or abrogation of preliminary. He will cite 

evidence in the matter of misfortune, agony and enduring to settle on his privilege of between time reliefs and pay by a 

method of  compensation.  

Wrongful endeavors to pull back or close the arraignment because of incidental components can be opposed if the 

court were to have the proceeded with help of the casualty. For every one of these reasons and that's only the tip of the 

iceberg, obviously if the criminal procedures must be reasonable for both the gatherings and if the court were to be 

legitimately aided its scan for truth, the law needs to perceive the right of casualty's support in examination, indictment and 

preliminary.  

In India likewise, the Government of India steps up with regards to ensure the enthusiasm of victims and made a 

few alterations in the current legislative system however just inquiry is that whether these progressions are adequate to 

secure the rights of casualty? The piece of this development the Government of India delegated Justice Malimath 

Committee in 2000 with an aim to get the changes existing criminal justice framework. The board of trustees presents its 

report in 2003 and based on this report the Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 2008 occurred.  

Justice Malimath Committee Report and Reforms in Criminal Justice System  

The Committee on Reforms of the Criminal Justice System was constituted by the legislature of India, Ministry of 

Home Affairs by its request dated 24 November 2000, to think about measures for patching up the Criminal Justice 

System. The board of trustees delegated under the chairmanship of Dr. Justice V. S. Malimath, previous Chief Justice of 

Karnataka and Kerala High Courts, Chairman, Central Administrative Tribunal and Member of the Human Rights 

Commission and different individuals.  

The Terms of Reference for the Committee Are 

• To analyze the fundamental standards of criminal jurisprudence, including the constitutional provisions 

identifying with criminal law and check whether any adjustments or changes are required thereto;  

• (To analyze in the light of discoveries on fundamental standards and parts of criminal statute in the matter of 

whether there is a need to re-compose the Code of Criminal Procedure, the Indian Penal Code and the Indian 

Evidence Act to get them to tune with the request of the circumstances and in agreement with the goals of                     

the general population of India;  

• To make particular proposals on streamlining legal techniques and practices and making the conveyance of justice 

to the basic man nearer, quicker, uncomplicated and modest;  

• To recommend ways and methods for growing such cooperative energy among the legal, the Prosecution and                  

the Police as reestablishes the certainty of the regular man in the Criminal Justice System by securing the honest 

and the casualty and by rebuffing unsparingly the liable and the criminal; To propose sound arrangement of 

overseeing, on proficient lines, the pendency of cases at examination and preliminary stages and making the 

Police, the Prosecution and the Judiciary responsible for delays in their separate areas;  

• To look at the practicality of presenting the idea of "Government Crime" which can be put on List I in the Seventh 

Schedule to the Constitution.  

•  
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The board presented its answer to the Union Home Ministry on April 2003 to  promoting thought and activity. It 

is the first run through in 150 long periods of Indian lawful history that such far-reaching changes are being proposed. The 

board of trustees has recommended changes in the current criminal justice framework as they consider that "the criminal 

justice framework is basically falling under its own weight as it is moderate, wasteful and ineffectual" and that "individuals 

are losing trust in the framework". The proposals nonetheless, have expansive outcomes for the administer of law in India. 

The researcher means to talk about just those proposals which are identified with crime victims and the correction occurred 

based on these suggestions.  

The Malimath Committee made after suggestions to enhance the status of casualty under the Indian criminal 

justice framework.  

• The casualty, and in the event that he is dead, his or her lawful delegate, will have the right to be impleaded as a 

gathering in each criminal continuing where the offense is culpable with seven years detainment or more.  

• The casualty might be made a gathering to help the court in finding the truth. He might be allowed to put 

addresses or propose inquiries to be put by the court to the witnesses created by the gatherings. He can likewise 

call attention to the accessibility of other evidence that would help the court in finding the truth. On the casualty 

outfitting such data, the court may cause generation of such evidence as it thinks about important to find the truth.  

• Dynamic cooperation of the casualty amid examination would be useful in finding the truth. He can help 

examination in discovering the genuine wrongdoer and in gathering evidence to demonstrate the commission of 

the offense by the attacker. He can likewise offer proposals for an appropriate examination of the case. At the 

point when the examination continues on wrong lines, the casualty can move the court for suitable headings to 

guarantee legitimate examination of the case.  

• The casualty ought to have the right to be spoken to by a legal advisor. In the event that the casualty is a poverty-

stricken individual and isn't in a situation to draw in an attorney, the State ought to give him a legal advisor. At the 

point when the State has a commitment to give a legal counselor to the accused, there is no justifiable reason 

motivation behind why the casualty ought not to be given a legal counselor at the cost of the State.  

• The casualty or his delegate who is a gathering to the preliminary ought to have a right to lean toward an interest 

against any unfriendly request go by the preliminary court. In such an interest he could challenge the exoneration, 

or conviction for a lesser offense or insufficiency of the sentence, or with respect to remuneration payable to the 

casualty.  

• There is a requirement for an officer identical to Probation Officer to deal with casualty premiums in the 

examination and preliminary. He might be called Victim Support Service Co-ordinator who may work intimately 

withthe police and Courts to screen, co-ordinate and guarantee conveyance of justice amid the pendency of the 

case.  

• Victims of assault and abusive behavior at home and so on require injury advising, mental and rehabilitative 

administrations separated from the legitimate guide.  
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• Casualty ought to get the remuneration separated from the accused is sentenced, cleared or slipped off and it is the 

duty of State to give pay to crime victims or relatives of crime and State should make such course of action by 

giving assets to repay the crime victims.  

In nutshell, the researcher can state that the Justice Malimath Committee has made some dynamic and welcome 

suggestions to ensure the rights of casualty. The rights incorporate, right to support, the right to create evidence, to make 

inquiries to the observers, to know the status of examinations and to move the court for facilitating examination,                      

to propel contentions, to take an interest in arrangements, and the right to bid in specific situations.                                          

Similarly, the proposition for a Victim Compensation Law cherishing the State's commitment to remunerate victims 

notwithstanding when the guilty party isn't secured is a stage towards a genuine assurance of crime victims and human 

rights infringement. On the proposals of J. Malimath Committee the change occurred in 2008, the researcher feels that it is 

a critical one to break down those provisions which are embedded with an aim to ensure the rights of casualty under Indian 

criminal justice framework.  

The Code of Criminal Procedure (Amendment) Act, 2008 and Rights of Victim  

The Code of Criminal Procedure (Amendment) Act, 2008 got a radical and impactful change in the Indian 

Criminal Justice System by presenting and reclassifying the rights of the victims. The victims were presented with more 

rights and the significant changes that occurred have been examined underneath.  

The most essential thing is that the Code first time characterizes the term casualty as the term characterized by 

embeddings another Section 2(wa). 'Casualty' implies a man who has endured any misfortune or damage caused by a 

reason of the demonstration or exclusion for which the accused has been charged and the articulation 'casualty' 

incorporates his or her gatekeeper or lawful beneficiary. The definition joined under this segment enlarges the articulation 

'casualty'. The new definition incorporates a watchman or lawful beneficiary of the casualty and along these lines meets 

them with rights comparable to a casualty. 

Arrangement of an Advocate 

A proviso has been added to Section 301 (2) whereby a casualty has right to draw in a backer of his decision to 

help the general population prosecutor and who go about according to the headings of Public Prosecutor or Assistant 

Public Prosecutor, and may, with the consent of the court, submit composed contentions after the evidence is shut for the 

situation. In another way additionally, a casualty has right to designate a legal advisor of his decision to help the Special 

Public Prosecutor4315furthermore, his part is additionally same as in the prior case.  

Assurance to Rape Victims – A stipulation has been embedded in Clause (an) of Section 26, which gives that any 

offense under Section 376 and segments 376 A to 376 D of the Indian Penal Code will be attempted the extent that 

practicable by a Court managed by a lady. In Section 157, a second stipulation has been embedded in connection to 

evidence of assault, whereby recording of explanation of the casualty will be led at the habitation of her preferred casualty 

or instead and to the extent practicable by the lady cop within the sight of her parent or watchman or close relative or social 

laborer of the area. The said arrangement in this way makes a special case for the assault victims amid examination and 

consults them with more rights. Another sub-area (1A) is embedded in Section 173 with a view to giving that the 

examination of the offense of assault of tyke will be finished inside three months from the date on which the data was 

                                                           
15See Section 24 (8) of Cr.PC. 
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recorded by the officer responsible for the police headquarters. Likewise, another stipulation has been included Section 

327(2), which gives that a lady Judge or Magistrate should direct the in-camera preliminary. The Law Commission of India 

likewise made the above proposals.16 

Security to Witnesses 

The assurance is presented to observers of the case and the individual who attempted to confer any risk to 

the witnesses such people are subject to be rebuffed and another Section embedded to make arrangement for a 

witness or some other individual for his benefit to recording grievances in connection to an offense under Section 

195 An of the Indian Penal Code.[ See Section 195A of Cr.PC.]  

Right to Appeal – another stipulation has been embedded with Section 372 whereby the casualty will have the 

right to favor an interest against any request go by the Court vindicating the accused or sentencing for a lesser offense or 

forcing deficient pay. Having respect to the historical backdrop of enactment and the case law it is emphatically felt that 

the right of casualty constrained to three classifications is proposed to be supreme and that it is in consonance with the 

point of the governing body to ensure the victims.  

Casualty Compensation Scheme – another Section 375 A was joined so as to accommodate the State 

Government to get ready in co-appointment with the Central Government, a plan called "casualty remuneration conspire" 

with the end goal of pay to the casualty or his wards who have endured misfortune or damage because of the crime. With 

the presentation of this plan, the casualty has been guaranteed of a payment sum.  

Prior arrangement i.e. segment 357 of CrPC was not ready to fill its need to remunerate the victims or relatives of 

victims. The plan depends on Criminal Injuries Act, 1988 of Britain, whereby a Compensation Scheme was consolidated to 

remunerate the casualties.17 Also, the Law Commission of India in its 152nd Report and in the 154th Report suggested this 

scheme. Thus, the right to compensation becomes a reality for the victim and this is bound to bring a radical change in the 

access to justice. 

Exacerbating of Findings Based Lacunae unequivocally Existing in Criminal Justice System to Protect the Rights of 

Victim of Crime in India  

There are various issues, which must be tended to and incorporated into our Criminal Justice System to fortify and 

reinforce the rights of victims. The Law Commission of India in its 154th give an account of Code of Criminal Procedure, 

1973 in the year 1996 and the Malimath Committee on Reforms of Criminal Justice System, 2003 had likewise featured 

some significant focuses which are truant in our Criminal Justice System. The major lacunae have been examined beneath.  

To begin with, Finding Base Right to Participate in the Proceedings  

In the current criminal justice framework, a crime casualty does not have any noteworthy part to play in the 

criminal procedure. The examination procedure is only a police work and the casualty has a part just if the police think 

about it vital. This is where victims require help at most however, the law is quiet on it. Essentially, a complainant/source 

does not have any say if the Magistrate, on receipt of  last examination report (charge-sheet) from Investigating Officer 

prescribing dropping of the case, is slanted not to start activity against suspect/accused. The Code, not the slightest bit, 

                                                           
16154th  Report, Law Commission of India. 
17Ss 126 – 142 of Powers of Criminal Court (Sentencing) Act, 2000; see also Part VI (Financial Penalties and Orders) 
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requires the Magistrate, to hear the casualty/complainant/source.18 However, the Supreme Court, plausibly realizing the 

statutory lapse mandated that a Magistrate should not drop proceedings without giving notice to the parties adversely 

affected. It is just and necessary that the Apex Court asserts, these parties should be heard before making an order of 

dismissal of the complainant.19 

The current law just visualizes the prosecutor designated by the State to be the correct specialist to argue for the 

sake the casualty. Be that as it may, the Code does not totally forbid a casualty from taking an interest in the indictment.                       

A guidance connected by the casualty might be given a restricted part in the direct of arraignment, that too just with the 

authorization of the Court.20 What's more, a crime casualty might be allowed to submit, with the authorization of the court, 

composed contentions after the conclusion of the evidence in the preliminary.21 Consequently, the Code limits coordinate 

investment of the victim’s legal counselor in the preliminary.  

Second Finding Based on the Information to Victims  

Attributable to numbness of law or absence of affectability, numerous cops at the police headquarters level don't 

illuminate the casualty of the move made by police identifying with the commission of the offense answered to the police 

headquarters according to provisions of Section 173 (2) (ii) of the Code of Criminal Procedure. Nor is there any statutory 

arrangement to educate the casualty of the advance of the case amid preliminary by the arraignment. It is a fundamental 

one that the police and indictment may take after such methodology to educate the casualty of the advance of the case amid 

examination and preliminary individually.  

Third Finding Based on the Rehabilitation  

The law neglects to address the necessities of the casualty to be treated with poise, to maintained insurance from 

terrorizing, to promptly get to the justice systems, to legitimate guide, and to recovery.22 There is likewise no statutory plan 

perceiving the rehabilitative needs of the casualty of assault. The Malimath Committee on Reforms of Criminal Justice 

System had suggested that victims of assault and abusive behavior at home, require injury directing, mental and 

rehabilitative administrations separated from the lawful guide. The protest is to stay away from auxiliary exploitation and 

give trust in the justice framework. At the police headquarters level, with or without the help of willful associations, 

casualty bolster administrations should be sorted out deliberately if the framework were to reclaim its believability in the 

public arena. The law neglects to address the necessities of the casualty to be treated with nobility, to supported insurance 

from terrorizing, to promptly get to the justice systems, to legitimate guide, and to restoration. There is additionally no 

statutory plan perceiving the rehabilitative needs of the victims of assault. 

Fourth Finding Based on the Legal Aid to Victim  

There is no arrangement in the CrPC for giving a lawful guide to the casualty of a crime. A legitimate guide is 

accessible just to the accused.23The Legal Services Authorities Act, 1987 entitles each individual "who needs to record or 

                                                           
18Vibhute,.K.L,(2004), Criminal Justice, Eastern Book Company, Lucknow, (2004), p. 381. 
19Public Service Commission v. S. Papaiah, (1997) 7 SCC 614. 
20See Section 301 (2) and Section 24 (8) of CrPC. 
21Ibid. 
22Muralidhan,S,(2004),  “Rights of Victims in the Indian Criminal Justice System”, 2004, also available at http:// 
www.ierlc.org/content /a0402.pdf. 
23See Section 304 of CrPC. 
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protect a case" to lawful administrations.24 A casualty of crime has a right to legitimate help at each phase of the case 

subject to the satisfaction of the methods test and the 'by all appearances case' criteria.25 The right of representing by the 

legal advisor is a constitutional right of each accused26 what's more, there is no motivation behind why it ought not to be 

accessible to the casualty also.  

The Malimath Committee had likewise suggested that a casualty has a right to be spoken to by a supporter will be 

given at the costs of the State if the casualty isn't in a situation to bear the cost of a legal advisor. 

Fifly Finding Based on the Witness and Victim Protection  

The Criminal Procedure Code perceives a few rights identifying with witness insurance however, is quiet on the 

purpose of casualty security. Numerous nations like the South Africa,27 France 28 and the USA 29 has set up provisions for 

the casualty security. The Rome Statute additionally commands the Court to take suitable measures for the wellbeing of the 

victim.30 

Sixth Finding Based on the Bail and Withdrawal of Prosecution 

In the granting and cancellation of bail, victims have substantial interests though not fully recognized by the law. 

Criminal Procedure Code may allow a victim to move the court for cancellation of bail,31 but the action thereon depends 

very much on the stand taken by the prosecution. Similarly, prosecution can seek withdrawal at any time during trial 

without consulting the victim.32 Of course, the victim may proceed to prosecute the case as a private complainant; but he 

seems to have no right to challenge the prosecution decision at the trial stage itself. The views of the victim are hardly 

heard while releasing an accused on bail, even though the grant of bail will be materially prejudicial to his interests, claims, 

and security. 

Seventh Finding Based on the Victim Impact Statement  

The Code of Criminal Procedure presents a right of pre-sentence hearing to accused to express his/her supposition 

about discipline yet the Code is quiet with respect to the right of casualty to describe  the misfortune which he/she endured 

due to the demonstration of accused. The victims likewise have some say or voice identifying with the quantum of 

discipline announced by skilled court. The researcher attempts to talk about the different obstacles in the way to offer 

justice to crime victims and furthermore investigate the lacunae existing in the criminal justice framework particularly after 

the Code of Criminal Procedure (Amendment) Act, 2008. The revision brought the number of changes to secure the rights 

of casualty yet at the same time it is basically one to have more degree for the casualty to ensure their rights and have an 

appropriate place and voice under the current criminal justice framework.  

 

 

                                                           
24 Section 12(1) of Legal Services Authority Act, 1998. 
25Ss.12 (10 (h) and 13(1) of Legal services Authority Act, 1998. 
26 Article 22 (1) of Indian Constitution. 
27Witness Protection Act, 1998. 
28Art. 2-3, 85-91, 114-121, 371-375 Code of Criminal Procedure. 
29Victims of Crime Act, 1984. 
30Art. 68(!) of Rome Statute of ICC, 2002. 
31 Section 439 (2) of CrPC. 
32Section 321 of CrPC. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The situation of crime victims has dependably been important to society. This is evidenced by the significance 

given to the casualty by the media, which endeavors to feature the injury that the casualty endures, sensationalizing amid 

the procedure of criminal justice framework in India. In any case, when one analyzes the part of the casualty of crime in 

the criminal justice framework, particularly in Countries that take after the adversarial framework, it creates the impression 

that the general public looks to identify with the casualty, yet does not think of it as sufficiently essential to give the 

casualty a part in the indictment of the crime carried out against him or her.  

 India takes after the adversarial game plan of standard law from the British. In this structure, the accused is 

presumed to be straightforward till his/her fault is shown past sensible vulnerability and the heaviness of exhibiting his/her 

accuse lies of  the arraignment. The accused also acknowledges the right of calm and can't be compelled to answer the 

inquiries. The judge picks whether the arraignment has had the ability to show the fault of the accused past sensible 

vulnerability or not. Despite the way that the structure basically, is in every way sensible yet from the victims perspective it 

is viewed as seriously stacked for the accused. The setback who is a bit of the crime consistently plays a tricky and not an 

exoteric part.33 

The casualty has barely any part to play in the whole procedures aside from that he might be analyzed as an 

indictment witness. This lack of concern is quickly disintegrating the confidence of society and the casualty in the criminal 

justice framework. Apportioning justice to crime victims can't any more be drawn out be disregarded. The presentation of 

more casualty rights will support casualty cooperation and in this manner, casualty inclusion can reestablish a feeling of 

control and upgrade their confidence in the criminal justice framework. So the time has come where thought should, should 

and should be given to the casualty of crime to the person who endures in view of the crime.  

RECOMMENDATIONS  

In the light of the above conclusion and discoveries, the researcher likes to give following solid recommendations to 

enhance the situation of victims under the Indian criminal justice framework.  

• Victims ought to be treated with sympathy and regard for their nobility and protection and should play it safe to 

stay away from any burden to the casualty over the span of entire continuing.  

• The victims ought to be qualified forgetting the data about planning and advance of the procedures and of the 

mien of their cases. The victims have simple access towards the indictment offices with the goal that casualty can 

help them right from the origin of the case.  

• There is no arrangement in the Code of Criminal Procedure for giving a legitimate guide to the casualty of crime; 

the lawful guide is just accessible to the accused. The right of portrayal by the legal advisor is a constitutional 

right of each accused and there is no motivation behind why it ought not to be accessible to the casualty also. So 

casualty likewise has a right to speak to by a backer of his decision and that promoter will be given at the costs of 

the State if the casualty isn't in a situation to bear the cost of a legal advisor.  

 

                                                           
33Schafer S, (1976), ‘Introduction to Criminology’, Reston Publishing Company, p. 146. 
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• Confessions made within the sight of Superintendent of Police should permissible in the eye of law. So it is basic 

to revise Section 25 of Indian Evidence Act to concede the admission described by accused before police experts.  

• There is a need of foundation of "casualty remuneration support" legitimately and enough to pay the pay to crime 

victims or relatives of crime and same ought to be controlled by the Legal Services Authority.  

• It is likewise recommended that, to include the provisions in the current Code of Criminal Procedure the size of 

remuneration in various offenses for the direction of the court. It might determine offenses in which remuneration 

may not be conceded and conditions under which it might be granted or pulled back.  

• The Indian Penal Code ought to be fittingly altered as to give a substantive arrangement to the installment of pay 

as one of the methods of discipline under area 53 of IPC.  

• The open prosecutors to be prepared uniquely to deal with the cases with due safeguards without making any 

partiality or injustice the accused. In a way, this social and mental comprehension of cases may help in lessening 

exploitation with respect to casualty.  

• The Indian criminal justice framework takes after the model of adversarial criminal justice framework yet it is 

similarly critical one to take after a portion of the standards of inquisitorial criminal justice framework like the 

casualty have more formal status and part inside the examination and preliminary, the casualty go about as the 

common party of the case to assert the pay and besides the casualty appreciate more dynamic part all through the 

procedures to request against choices which are against his advantage and furthermore to joins the arraignment as 

an issue of right.  

• The researcher likewise emphatically recommends that there is a need for rules concerning help to the casualty as 

this would encourage to offer justice to the casualty and it additionally follows with the technique of law.  

Since crime victims have been given different legitimate rights, anyway these rights are required to be 

appropriately upheld to meet the closures of justice. It is additionally important that the victims should step up with regards 

to report the crime and co-work with the law implementation experts so it will  dishearten the proposed or assumed guilty 

party to perpetrate crime.  

In the event that if the down to earth troubles are there in the usage of previously mentioned handy arrangement,               

the researcher proposes that the assembly should step up with regards to the order of a unique far-reaching Code of 

Legislation which would take due care of victims of crime to defend their rights. 
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